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Cogtexts Power is the core metric of performance in cycling. Trainers strire for maximizing
it while engineers strire for minimizing its loss by improring equipement and aerodynamic
drag. Howerer, costly and specifc equipments are required to optmize this process. Here,
we show that power can be estmated from side data without the need to acquire power
data itself. More specifcally, we show a proof of concept that machine learning can serre to
estmate metrics with limited equipment or missing data. In this work, we limit the scope at
estmatng  power  but  aerodynamic  drag  could  be  estmated  in  the  same  spirit. The
mechanical power produced by a cyclist can be mathematcally modeled as:

Pmeca=(0.5 ⋅ ρ ⋅ SC x ⋅V a
2
+C r ⋅mg ⋅cos (α )+mg ⋅sin (α ) )⋅V d (1 )

where  ρ is the air density in kg.m-3, S is frontal surface of the cyclist in m2, Cx is the drag
coefcient, Va is the air speed in m.s-1, Cr is the rolling coefcient, m is the mass of the rider
and bicycle in kg, g in the graritatonal constant which is equal to 9.81 m.s -2, α is the slope in
radian, and Vd is the rider speed in m.s-1.

This model has been ralidated in [2]. Despite the reported results - a standard error of 2.7 W
and  R2 score  of  0.97  -  the  experiments  fall  short  since  they  hare  been  conducted  in
restricted conditons rather than in real feld conditons.

Materiai agd Methodss A data set of 417 actrites hare been collected from 5 riders. These
riders hare used diferent power-meters: (i) Saris PowerTap, (ii) Rotor Power LT, and (iii)
Power2Max, (ir)  SRM. All  actrites contain the following informaton: power, heart-rate,
speed, cadence, distance, and eleraton.

In  additon  to  the  data  prorided  by  the  diferent  sensors,  the  acceleraton,  slope,  and
deriratre of the heart-rate are computed. To enable our model to antcipate some power
rariatons, the data are augmented by computng the deriratre of the original features for
diferent tme windows (i.e. from 1” to 5”). Therefore, each sample consists in 48 features
and is associated to the power measured by the power-meter. Finally, the statstcal model
is built using a gradient boostng algorithm [1]. 

Expperiimegts agd resuitss  To compare with our model,  the power of cyclist is  estmated
using  the  mathematcal  model  presented  in  Eq.  (1).  Apart  of  the  cyclist  weights,  the
parameters hare been set to some default ralues as shown in Table 1.



Paraimeters Vaiues
Bike weight 6.8 kg
Rolling coefcient 0.0045
Atmospheric pressure 1013 hPa
SCx 0.32
Temperature 15°C

Table 1: Default ralues of mathematcal model.

Figure 1: Cyclist power estmate for a single actrity: top-lef  and botom-lef scatter plot of the 
measured and estmated power using the mathematcal model and machine learning model, 
respectrely ; right qualitatre results obtained with the diferent models. The red shadow represents 
the eleraton. Note that in this case, the machine learning model was trained on aii riders data.

Figure 2: Cyclist power estmate for a single actrity: top-lef  and botom-lef scatter plot of the 
measured and estmated power using the mathematcal model and machine learning model, 
respectrely ; right qualitatre results obtained with the diferent models. The red shadow represents 
the eleraton. The machine learning model has been trained specifcally og the rider data.



These models are ralidated using a 3-fold cross-ralidaton scheme. In these conditons, the
machine learning model outperforms the mathematcal models with a R2 score of 0.71 and
-0.26,  respectrely  while  the  median  absolute  error  (MAE)  is  25.1  W  and  55.2  W,
respectrely.  An example is presented in Fig.  1. The mathematcal modeling tends to be
more unstable, especially in the descent and fat paths. Howerer, the presented machine
learning model does not allow to predict abrupt power changes (i.e. sprint).

We also train the machine learning model by stratfying the data by cyclist. We obserred an
improred R2 and MAE scores for each cyclist. The same example as in Fig. 1 was used for
which the machine learning algorithm has been trained specifcally on the data of the giren
rider (see Fig. 2). We obserre a decrease of the MAE from 20 W to 17 W and an increase of
the R2 from 0.79 to 0.83. It indicates that in practce, learning a model by cyclist will be more
appropriate allowing to grasp partcularites of each rider – e.g. specifc cadence or heart-
rate associated with slope. In additon, incremental learning algorithms could be used to
grasp/forgire those partcularites orer tme – e.g. weeks, months.

The  mathematcal  model  is  implemented  in  scikit-cycling1 while  our  experiments  are
arailable on GitHub2.

Coghiusiogs  This work shows the beneft of using machine learning to model mechanical
power in cycling. It is expendable by using larger data sets which will be suitable to apply
complex model (e.g. deep neural networks). Also, it opens new arenues for future research
in which SCx could be estmated in real feld conditons using machine learning models. In
this regard, machine learning model allows to estmate real-tme power and SCx without any
important infrastructure like wind tunnel [3] and should lead to better performance than
simple linear regression models [4].
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